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ABSTRACT

A network of distributed expert systems is the hean of a
prototype supervisory control architecture developed at the Oak
Ridge' National Labotatory (ORNI.) for an advanced
mullimoduiar reactor1. Hight expert systems encode knowledge
on signal acquisition, diagnostics, safeguards, and control
strategies in u hybrid rule-l\ised. multiprocessing and object-
oriented distributed computing environment. An interactive
simulation of a power block consisting of three reactors and one
turbine provides a realistic icstbed for performance analysis of
the integrated control system in real time. Implementation
details and representative reactor transients are discussed
succintlv.

I. INTRODUCTION

The prospects for a more rational use of the earth mineral
resources are improving rapidly. Concerns about the detrimental
environmental impact of carbon and nitrogen oxides generated
when fossil resources are used as fuel are gaining relevance-.
The value to mankind of carbon minerals greatly exceeds that of
thermal energy generation Their oxidation should thus be
relegated to the end of their industrial recycling. Consequently,
in a rational future, the hulk of electrical energy generation
should come from utilization of uranium ore and dismantled
nuclear weapons resources. Nuclear fission reactors are
presently a significant reality. Their political viability is rather
uncertain though. Hence, it is imperative to incorporate
advanced technologies into their design, manufacturing, and
operations to make them more acceptable.

One of the missions of ORNL is to enhance the acceptability
of the nuclear option as a significant energy source. ORNL is
thus involved in several design efforts of advanced reactor
concepts, one of which is the multimodular Advanced Liquid
Metal Realtor (ALMR) sponsored by the U.S. Department of
E.iergy (USDOI:). The ALMR consists! of three power blocks,
each with three inherently-safe, low-power, liquid-sodium-
cooled nuclc.r reactors sharing one turbine/generator. A fully
configured ALMR plant thus consists of nine nuclear reactor
cores, three turbine/generator systems, and will generate as
much power as a large single-reactor water-cooled nuclear plant.

Simplicity of operation to minimize the probability of errors
is a major goal of all new advanced reactor designs. In the case
of the ALMR. in particular, the goal is for one operator to he
able to operate a power hlcck safely and reliably. This requires
a high level of automation across the plant. In turn, automation
of a multitnoduiar system requires embedded intelligence to
coordinate the control agents anil to reconfigure goals, since, for
some transients and failures, local optimal goals can conflict
with integral global goals.

One of the objectives of ORNl.'s Advanced Control
Program has been to study the leasibili.y of using expert system
technologies for the implementation of intelligent controllers and
their supervisory coordination. To this end, a hierarchy of eight
expert systems has been used lo encode the algorithmic and
problem solving knowledge required to control the ALMR in an
integral fashion. That is, maintain the plant within safe
operation envelopes in a manner consistent with situation-
dependent process goals and with the actual status and
limitations of the plant's components and controllers. In this
hierarchical control architecture the plant operator acts as a
master supervisor, more involved with specifying goal states
than with how to achieve them.

To demonstrate realistically the viability of expert system
technology for control and to facilitate the incremental
development and testing of the expert system rules a detailed
interactive numerical simulation of the process dynamics of one
full power block was developed. To mimic reality, the
simulation and the expert systems run autonomously on different
CPUs on an ethernet-linked network of workstations.

This paper describes the plant, the structure of the expert
system architecture, the real-time process simulation, the
automatic controllers, and their interaction with human
operators. In addition, exper! system implementation details and
the performance of the expert systems during representative
plant transients are discussed.

It should be noted that the e.pert system and control R&U
described here is of generic nature. The control and operation
philosophies discussed in this paper are not part of the official
ALMR design at this time.
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11 DESCRIPTION OF THE M CLEAR PLANT

The muitimodular ALMR'1 consists ot nine nuclear steam
-upply svstems and three turbine/generator groups thereatier
referred lo as reactors and biilanve-i>i-plan: respectively i lhey
are contigured as three independent power blocks iHiuire 11
The three reactors in a power block are identical and share me
feedwater and s-ieam headers of their corresponding balance-ot-
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Figure I
Configuration ot ihe ALMR

plant. Modularity reduces complexity, increases availability.
and permits staggered maintenance and expansion of plant
capacity from one to up to three power blocks. Each reactor
consists of a sodium-cooled pool-type reactor with a thermal
power output of -H5 MWth. an intermediate heat transport
sodium loop, and a steam generator system. In the reactors, the
primary components — fuel assemblies, control rods.
electromagnetic pumps and heat exchanger - are immersed :n a
laree pool of liquid sodium. In addition, each reactor core is
small and conservatively designed with passive shutdown and
residual heat removal systems.

The ALMR features a reduced number of components in ihe
process as uell as in the operation domains. In the process
domain each reactor consists of: a core with only six. control
rods — each of them capable of shutting the reactor down even if
the othe.' five control rods are fully withdrawn, -- lour
electromagnetic primary sodium p.imps, an intermediate sodium
loop with a centrifugal pump, a steam uenerator recirculation
loop with a centrifugal water pump, a steam drum with internal
steam separators, and two feedwater valves. The major
components ot" the balance-of-plant modules ar»: ;i
turbine/generator set. a steam condenser, two feedwater pumps,
a feedwater header, a steam header, one turbine admiss\n
valve, two turbine bypass valves, and two atmospheric
discharge valves. In the operations domain only the control rods
and the main feedwater valve are to be used for control during
normal operation of a reactor. The rest of the reactor
components operate in a fully on/otf mode. Similarly, in ihe
balance-of-plant only the turbine admission valve is io be used
for control dunng normal operation. The bypass and
atmospheric discharge valves are normally closed. They are
used for controlling steam pressure during rapid load changes
and startup. Each of 'he fcedwater pumps operate independently
in a fully on/off mode.

The reactor core is designed so thai thermal expansion stops
the nuclear reaction when the temperature of the core
components rises to a point well below the inception of failure.
In addition, the reactor vessel enclosure is designed to dissipate
the reactors residual heat id I tie surrounding air bv natural

convection. These passive safetv teatures guarantee that even m
ihe event ot Arongiul control actions the resulting power
transients are self-limmng and do not cause siumncant Kiel
damage.

III. EXPERT SYSTEM-BASED CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

The supervisory control architecture chosen mimmics the
architecture ot the plant isee Figure 2\. This architecture is of a

Figure 2
Supervisory Control Architecture for the ALMR

hierarchical recursive nature. Each node other than the top node
has its own computeraized supervisory controller. The plant
supervisory controller (P-SC) is at the top of the three-layer
hierarchy. The three power block supervisory controllers (PB-
SCs) occupy the mid-layer, eacn of them supervising in turn the
bottom-layer supervisory controllers, i.e.. three reactor (R-SC)
and one balance-ot-plant (BofP-SCV

Tkj philosophy of operation for each supervisory module is
the same: children nodes are viewed by their parent node as
processes to be monitored and controlled to achieve pertine.it
goals. The supervisory modules are expert systems with
knowledge on how to interact with the plant simulator, the
operator, and the automatic controllers in order to maintain the
plant within safe operating envelopes. Because their rules can
access all the data, the supervisory control expert systems can
monitor and diagnose the performance of the plant and its
controllers and modify operational goals and control laws as
needed.

Every supervisory expert system provides for human
operator interaction through advanced man machine interfaces.
The human operator is always informed by the expert systems of
the actions planned, demanded, and in progress. With regard to
control supervision, the expert systems view the human operator
as a 'manual" control generator. Thus the human operator is
constrained, just like the automatr; controllers, lo act within
operational and safety envelopes set by the parent supervisory
module. Note that Figure 2 shows the different levels ;u which
an operator can interact with the plant. Constraints set by the
operator or the safety system at a level cannot be violated or
changed by the operator while interacting ilogged-mi at any
lower control level.



The expert systems diaenose events as they occ.ir and
:ii;tmtuin the plant within us operating envelope by ;aking
appropriate corrective action when operational limits are
approached. The set ot' corrective actions implemented include
directives to the automatic controllers, message prompts to the
operator, and override i>l manual or automatic control modes
followed by direct actuator operation haseu on heuristic rjies

The set of diagnosis and control response rules lake care ot
controller failures in the reactivity and steam generator
subsystems (control follow-up I, degradation ot primary neat
sink, hieh core-exit sodium temperature, control rod asymmetry,
hmh neutron power, nemroi .iwer vs. primary (tow rmsmalch.
steam drum water level on nits, teedvvater tlow vs. neutron
powet mismatch, loss of one or two leedvvater pumps, reactor
vcram, and reactor last runhack

The sets of generic rules for dynamic adjustment of
operational limits and for control action lollow-up implemented,
allow each supervisory controller to respond to degraded or
faulted conditions autonomously

IV THE INTEGRATFD SIMILAIION l:\YIRONMENT

The integrated plant simulation environment, as ^iou
schematically in Fiuure 3, consists ot a computational network

Figure 3
Distribu'ed Expert System-Based Control Environment

that integrates the following components:
1.- the hierarchy of expert system based supervisory

controllers described above;
2.- an independent expert system based implementation of

the plant protection system;
3.- a simulation of the dynamics of three liquid metal

reactors feeding one turbine/generator set;
4.- a set thirteen of classical and advanced automatic

controllers with dynamically switchable control objectives, and
5.- a set of three advanced human/machine interfaces ' HMD

to control the plant using the keyboard and/or a mouse pointinu
device.

This distributed computing environment is based on -nared
memory functions and Remote Procedure Call specifications.
Each of the five components listed above is a distinct computing
process that runs autonomously. For example, the plant
simulator gets control information from shared memory at Tixed
communication intervals (we used 0.5 s to be realistici and

responds to changes in the control vector in a manner similar to
;hat in a real plant , i.e., oblivious to ••- MO changed the control
element position, where m the networfv the change came irom.
or the purpose tor which it was changed. Similarly, at everv
communication interval, ihe simulator transmits updaied state
intormation into shared memory tor any computing processes in
'.he network to use or ignore.

Three sets ot shared memory areas store power block
contiguratiuii data, local process state and control state vectors,
and local controller command directives, gains, and performance
indices. Coordination of access to the shared memory through
ihe network is accomplished through Hie u.se ol semaphores.

The power block information shared memory area is used as
a central repository ot information about the plant simulator and
the computing environment in which it runs. Crucial
information maintained in ihis area relates to the network
identifications of the computers on which each of the local
controllers are executing and the names given to ihe plant and
subsystem components.

The state/control shared memory areas are used to transler
data between the simulation and the local controllers at every
communication step as described above.

The local controller command/status shared memory areas
are used to communicate between the local controllers and the
supervisory controllers. Commands are sent by the supervisors1

controller and include such information as set points and cams
for the local controller. Status information is sent from the local
controller to the supervisory controller. It includes information
such as the individual contributions to the control generated
(e.g., in the case of a proportional integral derivative (P1D)
controller, the contributions of the proportional, integral, and
derivative parts of the algorithm).

The overall simulation speed performance when the expert
systems, and automatic controllers are connected vanes with the
set of workstations used, the time granularity of the interchange
ot data communication between processes, and ;he severity of
the transient simulated. On the average, with a 0.5 s uranularm .
the integrated computing environment runs 20"r faster than real
time ;n a "one Sun SPARCStauon 2 + two Sun SPARCStation
330" cluster and 5 0 n slower than real time in a one ENCORE
1- three Sun SPARCStation I -r two Sun SPARCStation 330"
clusier.

Ihis interactive simulation environment constitutes a
prototype of a fully automated integrated ALMR control system.
In it. the operator can select at any time the degree of his direct
involvement in any of the plant control loops, t he operator can
cause any combination of transients involving control actuators
such as control rods, valves, and pumps by setting the
appropriate controllers in manual mode. The expert systems
monitor the plant status continuously and take appropriate
corrective action when operational limits are approached.

IV. I The Plant Simulator

! he simulator reproduces the generic structure and dynamic
behavior of one power block with three reactors teeding steam to
one turbine. The simulation accounts for nuclear decay heat
generation and electromagnetic pump heal dissipation m the
reactors. Multiplicities of control components across the plant
are included explicitly in the simulation. Consequently, each ot
the six control rod positioning and release mechanisms, lour



electromagnetic primary pumps, and two leedwater \alves (start
up and al-powcn per reactor, ;•". ' each ot the two leedwater
pumps, two bypass \ a l \ e s . and two atmospheric discharge
vab.es in tiie balance of plain ^an be operated independently as
well as in a group

The simulator is written in parallel C using Sl .ATlX'V stifl
integration algorithms to solve the pertinent differential
equations. i< run on Tnix-based machines with either a single
CfU using Uuw.iL or wuh multiple CTUs like ihe HNCORli
parallel computer. The simulator by itself runs 4l)'7c faster than
real-time on a Sun SPARCStation 2.

IV.2. The Human/Machine Interfaces

There are three i.perator interfaces. 11MI-1 shows li\e
process data on two screen-, depicting color-coded plant
schematics. The first screen shows the entire power block, and
the second screen (I-imire -I) shows in detail one of the reactors

valve position) appears green. Ked and brown colors are used
10 indicate automatic and heuristic control modes respectively.

When an actuator's box is green or blown, the operator c m
activate a pop-up icon that exeiciscs interactive online COIHK'! of
thai component. Who is in control of a particulir component i..
determined by the supervisory comrollei during emergency
situations and by the operator using the control inieiface 11MI-2.
The operator can thus selectively exercise manual control of the
plant from HM1 1 with the protective' consensus of tile
supervisory controllers.

The numerical values displayed in I1M1-1 are color coded.
Black digits indicate normal range, and red digits indicate off-
nomia! values. The only exception is the color ol the control rod
position number which change's ",raduall\ Ivom black to red as it
is withdrawn

Some lines in the schematics also change color dynamically.
I-'or instance, the primary and secondary heal transport loop

Figure 4
Screen of HMI-1 Depicting One Reactor in the Halance-of-Plant in Detail and the Other Two Reactors Concisely

and the balanee-of-plant. The operator can select to view any of
the other reaetore or zoom out to view the three reactors
simultaneously - with less amount of internal detail -- by using a
mouse input device.

All plant outputs generated by the simulation model and the
control actuator positions are available on the screen. All pump
icons are dynamic (i.e., the pump speed is indicated by the
degree to which the pump icon in the screen is filled with color).

Control actuators are color-coded dynamically to indicate
their control mode status. When an actuator (e.g., a valve) is in
manual control mode, the box showing it numerical value (e.g.,

pipes change from dull to bright red when the sodium
temperature exceeds -KHI'C.

Dynamic bar icons are used I" show core inlet/millet
temperature, water and steam flow in and out of the steam
drums, steam drum level, and neutron power tor the three
reactors combined with the turbine power These icons are
extremely useful to ascertain the status o( the full plant from any
of the views. By examining these bar icons the operator can, at
a glance, determine whether the plant is undergoing a transient
involving energy distribution, feedwater mass flow, or primary
or secondary flow perturbations in any of the plant systems. In



spite of the lack ol coior. ;ne reader wiil have no ditticuitv in
Assessing the state ot ine pumi at me nine Figures 4 was
generated.

HMI-2 is the supervisory control intertace. As such, it
provides a text output w-indo* tor each ol the expert
system-based supervisory controllers and allows the operator to
change control modes, automatic controller demands, and
controller gains on-'ine with a combination of pulldown menus
and'or the keyboard.

HMI-3 provides graphical live color coded plant data in a
strip-chart fashion. There is one strip cnart tor each reactor, one
for the balance-of-plant. and one tor the whole power block.
These stnp charts facilitate the study of dynamic relationsn.ps on-
line as transients occur. HMM is also used to display messages
generated by the independent plant protection system.

HMI-1 was developed in the C language using the object-
oriented araphics package DVTools-s and runs on a Sun
workstation. HMI-2 and~HMl-3 are written in object-oriented
Lisp and run as autonomous Lisp processes on either one or two
Sun workstations.

IV,3. The Process-Level Automatic Controllers

The automatic control modules run as autonomous
computing processes interfacing directly to (he plant signals and
actuators by means of shared memory areas. Each reactor has a
<et of four subsystem controllers, reactivity, primary heat
transport, intermediate heat transport, and steam generator
control. The reactivity controller.-, can switch from reactor
leading (neutron power control) to turbir; leading (core outlet
temperature control) mode on demand by the supervisory
controller or the operator. The balance-of-plant has one single
subsystem controller that manipulates the turbine admission,
bypass, and atmospheric discharge valves to control steam
header pressure (reactor leading nioce) or the turbine power
(turbine leading mode).

To facilitate characterization and diagnosis of plant and
controller processes, research was conducted on new model-
based multivanaie control algorithms with capable of generating
performance indices online*1. As a result, several sets of
classical, model-based.7 iinknown-term-based.H and fuzzy
loeic-basedy controllers were developed. Only one controller
per subsystem can be actively interfaced to the simulator I viz.. a
maximum ot thirteen controllers at a time), nevertheless, any
controller can be dynamically replaced with an alternate
controller at any time online, i.e., without stopping the
simulator.

The classical controllers were implemented as a collection of
basic control objects in the object-oriented language Objective-C.
These objects represent P1D controllers, dead zones, saturation
blocks, rate limiter blocks, etc. The fuzzy controllers were
implemented as a hybrid of Objective-C and the C-based expert
system shell CLIPS.1() The rest of the controllers were written
in standard C language.

V. SUPERVISORY CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION

Presently, the five supervisory controllers in a power block
are encoded in a combination of object-oriented Lisp and a
modified version of the OPS51' expert system shell. The reason
for using expert system technology was the need to provide
flexible mechanisms to add new knowledge incrementally to
accomodate situations unforeseen during development and
changes in equipment and operating strategies that will most

likely t>ca.r during the sixty years ot the plant s lilespan

The expert system s rules direct the inference engine towards
specific tasks by means ot dial directives with Status. Priority.
and Latency qualifiers. Rules are written to be triggered by the
matching of Goal and plant state premises. Whenever a goal
with status .Active is completed, the goal is either reactivated or
discarded. Reactivation is done by setting the goal status to
Pending and she Laiencv qualifier to the time lapse desired for
reactivation. A set of goal management rules deals with turning
goals from pending to active status according to recency and me
value of the priority qualifier.

Ring buffers are used to let working memory elements with
state, control, and process parameter data, persist for several
communication intervals (determined by the value of *tkua-
persistence'

The P-SC and PB-SCs are normally dormant waiting lor
messages. A message consists ot a string ol hiszh level data
which may include commands to run the inference engine.
When the Run statement is included in a message, the inference
engine takes control until it tinishes processing all rules triggered
by previously input data patterns.

The module supervisory controllers, R-SCs and BofP-SCs,
are nonmallv in a run mode state featuring a perpetually pending
goal of Wait-for-data. This goal is activated alter all other goals
have been fulfilled and triggers (he input ot a new set of plant
process data. If no new data are available, the process becomes
dormant until a new-data signal is received.

V A Module Supervisory Controllers

. he reactor and balance-of-plant controller: process plant
data asynchronously. Processing a new set of plant data
normally involves several inference engine cycles. At the end of
each inference cycle, an input stack is checked for supervisory
control messages coming from other supervisors. Were
messages to be present, they would be processed immediately.
After processing plant data and external messages, the
computing process goes dormant until a new batch of plant data
is obtained from snaied memory.

V A.I. Reactor Supervisory Controllers 'R-SCs)

The R-SCs contain a total of fourty rules (set Appendix A)
to: (1) monitor tne approach and actively prevent violation of
high and 'ow limits for neutron power, core inlet/outlet
temperavures. and steam drum water level, high core power-to-
flow and core power-to-feedwater flow ratios; (2) detect and
react to degradation of primary loop heat sink, reactor scram.
reactor runbark. and control rod asymmetry; (3) turn the
recirculation pump on/off based on neutron power threshold: (4)
monitor control action implementation and diagnose controller
failure and automatic controller availability status; and (5)
implement operator and PB-SC demanded changes in power and
in the assignment of manual, automatic, and heuristic control
modes in the. reactor.

The R-SCs have the capability to selectively override the
operator and/or the automatic controller when protection system
limits are approached. The set of rules implemented to prevent
actuation of the protection system rely on the following strategy:
if the controller affecting the concerned parameter (1) is in
manual or heuristic control mode, and there is a non-failed lue
automatic controller available, then change the controller to
automatic control mode and set its demand to a value inside the
allowed operating envelope (normally SCfc from the limit); (2) is



:n automatic control mode and its computing process is alive and
pertorming as d e m a n d e d , then reset its demand setpoint to a
value within the a l lowed operating envelope; (3) in any other
case actuate heunstically the affected control device directly.

Dynamic limit-adjustment rules link the upper iimit in power
generation allowed in a reactor core 10 the amount ot teedwater
How entering the corresponding steam drum when its feedwater
valves are fully open, and to the primary coolant flow rate so
that the maximum power-io-llow design limit is never exceeded
This provides for a protective envelop fully independent from
any other implemented operational strategy including the Dower
block supervisor.

The control action follow-un rules monitor the operation of
the low level au tomat ic controllers, the operator , and the
heuristic control lers to ascertain whether they perform the
control commands sent to them. Presently, when failure of a
controller is diagnosed, the atfected plant subsystem is put into:
(ai automatic control mode if an operating automatic controller ;s
available and the present control mode is manual or heuristic,
and (b) heuristic control mode otherwise. In heuristic tonirol
mode the atfected subsystem is controlled by a set ot rules
implemented within the expert system, which implement the
appropriate actuator action. Hie capability to switch, upon
controller failure, to an alternate automatic controller [i.e..
controller dynamic switching) has been incorporated into the
exper t system env i ronmen t . The functionality ot such a
procedure has a l ready peen vermed and lesteu using [he
interactive simulation ajchitei.f.ire

Each R-SC c o m m u n i c a t e s only with its PB-SC. us
controllers and the HMls .

V .4.2. Bakmce-i't Plant Supcntsorx Controller tBt>[V-SCi

The BofP-SC contains a total of sixteen rules (see Appendix
B) to: ( i) monitor the approach to and actively prevent violation
of high and low limits for steam header pressure; \Z) diagnose
feedwater pump failures: i3) turn one of the two feedwater
pumps on or off. based on feedwater (low thresholds: '4i
monitor control action implementation and diagnose controller
failure and automatic controller availability status; and I 5 I
implement operator and PB-SC demands for power and lurnine-
lead vs. reactor-lead control changes, and for reacting io step
demands generated by the turbine regulator.

The BofP-SCs have the same capabilities as the R-SCs to
selectively override the operator and/or the automatic controllers
when protection system limits are approached based on the same
philosophy. The BofP-SC communicates only with its PB-SC.
its controllers and the HMls.

V. B. Power Block Supervisors' Controller (PB-SO

The wenty one rules (see Appendix C) of the Power Block
supervisor are primarily related to the allocation of power loads
and steam drum inventory setpomts for the reactor modules in
response to both, requests from the P-SC and unscheduled
events in the reactors and balance-of-plants. The PB-SC keeps
track of the status of each reactor and divides new power
requests from the P-SC into up to three power requests, one tor
each reactor available for automatic maneuvering.

Because of practical implementation issues related to scarcity
of computational resources only one of the three power blocks
has been fully simulated in detail down to the simulation of the
process dynamics Two ot the power blocks run as plmmnms.

These phantom power blocks are Lisp objects which send,
receive, and respond to messages from the P-SC in a way that is
indistinguishable from the fully implemented power block
object.

There are four load allocation strategies available during
normal operating conditions: t l ) equal load in which the same
load demand is sent to each reactor available; (2) equal clian^e in
which the requested change is divided into as many par.s as
reactors are available so that each available leacior is directed to
change power the same amount; {}) extremes first in wnich the
reactor operating at the lowest/highest power level is the first to
be requested to increase/decrease us power during a power-
up/down maneuver, until the desired target is reached; and (4)
preset values in which the loads are set to predefined values.
Note that when the reactors available for automatic maneuvering
are at the same power level, the first three strategies are
equivalent.

During off-normal operating conditions the PB-SC .esponds
to messages generated by 111 the R-SCs as follows:

• nn Exiernal-Scram and Fast-Runback. it reassigns as much
ut the power generated by the reporting reactor to the other
reactor modules and the balance is reported to the P-SC for
reailocation to the other power blocks.

• on Reaaor-Setpnints-Clhini>ed, it reassigns powei and
changes the balance-of-plant setpoims as needed.

• on Low-Witier-Level, it forces feedwater redistribution by
setting the water level setpoints of the other two reactors
steam drums to a 5% over their minimum limits.

• on Low-Water-Level-Recovery, it waits until the total
steam and feedwaier flows balance, and then, resets the
water level setpoints of all steam drums to their nominal
values;

and by (2) the BofP-SC as follows:
• on Abnormal-Feedwater-Header-Pressure, it first performs

an independent diagnosis by examining the behavior of the
three reactors feedwater valves and their feedwater flows
and responds with the appropriate PB-Cunfirms or
PB-Rejects diagnostics to the original message sender.
The rejection indicates to the BofP-SC that its loss-of-
feedwater-pump diagnosis was incorrect probably due to a
failed feedwater flow or pressure sensor. When the
diagnosis is confirmed, the PB-SC stores the present
power levels and control setpoints, assesses the mass
inventory margins in the three steam drums, computes the
rate of power descent for each of the reactors to achieve a
50% power level in the power block, and directs the
automatic controllers to achieve it.

• on Feedwater-Pressure-Back-to-NormaL it optionally,
either maintains the plant at the present conditions or
directs the automatic controls to bring the plant to the
conditions at the tir"? 'he feedwaier pump tripped.

V. B 1. Phantom Power Block Implementation

Each phantom power block maintains and displays
information on block power, block power target, allowed power
range, rate of change and operating status. When a new target
request is received from the P-SC, the phantom simply changes
its power level in time steps according to the specified rate,
providing no limit is exceeded.

The operator can induce power changes in a phantom block
by means of menus thus emulating event-driven reallocations.
Events can be triggered at a specified or random time or at a
specified power level. When triggered, the P-SC is notified and
the block power will be updated at the specified rate IO the
specified power level. All parameters related to power changes



may he changed bv the operator by means of pop-up menus
The P-SC in turn will aaenipt 10 compensate tor the cnangc by
requesting complementary chances ot power from the other
power blocks (one ot them being a phantom also).

High-Power-Limit and Check-lt'-Rur:ning safeguards have
been implemented in the PB-SC. The High-Power-Limit
function ascenains that the power generated by ta power block
does not exceed its upper limit by checking for compliance at
fixed time intervals. If the limit is exceeded, a request is made
to the reactor and turbine supervisors to reduce their power to
the level specified by the limit. The limit itself is automatically
adjusted upon diagnosis ol events, such as teedwater pump inn,
ihat affect the modules' generating capacity

The Check-lf-Runnmg function is pan of a watchdog-timer
mechanism to ascertain that the underlying module supervisory
controllers are alive and able to communicate. The four module
level supervisory controllers update a nme marker each lime they
perform a routine safety check. The PB-SC checks ihat these
time markers are updated. If any module tails to perform a
check during a specified time, currently set at I 5 seconds, a
message is sent to the operator console

V. C. Plant Supervisory Controller i P-SCi

The P-SC rules are primarily related to power load allocation
to the power blocks. Their nature is mostly administrative and
embodies strategic decision making tor economic and burruin
policies. To conserve computing resources the P-SC was
implemented in an object oriented fashion where rules
correspond to messages.

Upon receipt of a request tor change in power generation
from the gnd dispatcher, the P-SC generates requests tor power
variations to each of the three PB-SCs. Any of the PB-SCs can
send messages to the P-SC indicating that it is not able to meet
fully the requested change in power, or ttiat it can not longer
supply the same amount of power it was generating. The P-SC
may then request another power block to make up tor the deficit.

The P-SC maintains and displays information on the plant's
present and target power, allowed power range, rate ot change,
and operating status. Also, if a requested target is too high, it is
saved so that a request may be reissued later if conditions
change, e.g.. if a power block recovers from limited status to
full status.

VI IMPLEMENTATION INSIGHTS

VI. A. Creation of Multiple Expert System Processes

The expert system processes are pan of the class structures
defined for the p lant , power-b lock , reactor, and
balance-of-plant objects. In these object classes, the slot named
ops-process holds the pointer to each objects supervisory

control process, while the slot t>ps-packase holds the pointer to
the coiTespondine package.

The need to use the package system arises from both, the
impossibility to add dynamically new sets of atoms to previously
spawned processes in LUCID's multitaskine Lisp, and from the
way OPS5 attaches vital pattern matching information to the
atoms representing the names of ihe expert system rules. Since
rules can only be defined after an OPS5 process has been
created, the name of a rule must be placed on a distinct package
to avoid interferences from other OPS5 processes. For instance,
the rules for each of the three reactor supervisory controllers are

identical in name and form Tneir operation ihougn. must be
distinct since eacn ot them must react according to the state nt
the particular reactor it controls and to the numerical values ol its
private limiting parameters.

To create multiple instantiations of OPS5 one must
encapsulate all the special vanables intnnsic to the OPS5 code
environment in a computing process and define a looping
function to access external plant signal data from within this
process. This is shown in Appendix D. where the function
Read-Eval-Pnnt-Loop drives the reactor and balance-of-plant
expert systems, and the Evaluate-Wlien-Data-Pn-seni nitenupi-
driven loop for me power block expert systems. Note that the
looping functions are enclosed within a Throw construct io
allow for unimpeded exit from the loop. A Thmw with the flag
Atiend-New-Uaia for instance, will cause ihe immediate
evaluation of ihe Ops-lnpttt-Siack contents.

VI. B. Modification!; to the OPS5 Expert System Shell

Modifications were made to the OPS5-she!l to address
essential process needs 'or control and real-time. The (JPS5
inference engine follows a three step cycle: Recognize tmatch
new incoming data with the pending requirements ol the rule
set). Conflict Resolution (select the most appropriate rule
among those presently satisfied), and Acl (implement the action
part of the selected rule according to us bindings) for as long as
there is a rule satisfied. Changes were made in the pattern-
compiler/matcher. the conflict resolution and the action
functions.

The pattern-compiler/matcher was enhanced to ( I) match
Lisp variables whose names start with the character &. t2) to
allow user defined test functions, and (3) to assign weights to
each of the condition elements in a rule.

The conflict resolution function was augmented to consider
the weights allocated to each ot the condition elements of the
niles in the conflict set.

To allow external communication among a distributed set of
expert systems, trie Act step was modified to execute the code
pointed by the atom 'ops hook Junction* prior to restarting the
Recognize step (see Appendix Ei.

Thus, once in every inference engine cycle, external
commands can be processed within the receiving expert system
environment and consequently modify the expert system's
operation. This structured message passing mechanism together
with the Attend-New-Daia mechanism described above (see
section IV. A.), allow the supervisory control expert systems to
run asynchronousiy, communicating with each other, the plant,
and process level controllers without unwanted interference.

VII. RESULTS

The benefits of using a network of expert systems for
integrating the automated operation of a complex plant has been
successful ly demonstrated by extensive interact ive
experimentation using the simulation environment described in
this paper. The protection and coordination rules assure the
operator that while selectively exercising manuiil control ot parts •
or the whole -- ot the plant safety will not be leopardized and
component stress will be minimized.

The automatic load redistribution rules allow ihe operator to
select the load management strategy desired to allocate power
requests to the nine reactors in response to grid demand changes



and to changes in generation capability within the plant due to
component failures or testing. The operator can thus reiy on the
expert systems 10 redistribute loads across the plant 'Anile a
particular reactor or component undergoes tests, tails, or n is
being operated manually

The flexibility of the expert systems 10 encode new
knowledge was essential to evaluate control strategies for design
duty cycle events (DDCE). DDCEs are transients expected 10
ocurred in the plant a limited small number of times during a
plant's lifetime. We have demonstrated that limit protection t.nd
coordination rules can mitigate strain in both the operator and
plant components not only during most DDCEs but during
normal plant maneoiivennc aKo.

For illustration purposes we describe the hierarchical
beh T of the supervisory controllers in the case of a loss of
one teedwaier pump DDCE. W hen one ot the teedwaier pumps
in a power block trips, the pressure in the feedwater header
decreases. Consequently, the automatic controllers of ihe three
reactors open their teedwaier valves trying to maintain the steam
drum water levels. The balance-ot-plant expert system
diagnoses the event (by comparing the feedwater pressure-to-
flow ratio lo the pump characteristic curves), and repons 10 the
power block supervisor. The power block expert system
av.'akens and in turn, confirms the diagnosis by independent
analysis, ot the three reactors data and, if needed, directs the
reactor supervisors to reduce their power to the turbine power
level one single teedwaier pump can support ifi()'>) ai a rate fast
enough 10 prevent actuation of their steam drums protection
system. Note that because three reactors share the same
teedwaier and steam headers the reactor generating the largest
amount of power (viz.. steam I. if the automatic controllers are
left alone, will loose the competition for feedwater and end up
receiving the least amount of feedwater. The power block's
expert system rules compensate for this pernicious behavior of
conflicting local goals so thai each reactor receives us lair share.

Independently, when a reactor's supervisory controller
detects thai us main feedwater valve has opened 10 their
maximum, then it takes action on its own. Us maximum neutron
power limit is reset to match the heat removal capacity provided
by the evaporation of the teedvvater How entering us steam
drum. If the new limn is below the present neutron power level
then, provided there is not already an appropriate control action
in progress (commanded by the power block supervisor), a
control action is generated to reduce the neutron power to a level
5% below the new maximm limn. This independent capability
of the reactor expert s> ems to adjust operating limits
dynamically protects the reactors in case of failure, delay or
inadequate action by the power block supervisor or operator.

Rules for automatic recognition of the restart of the tripped
feedwater pump allow for power generation recovery io be be
initialed auioamtically without delay. As a result, the whole
DDCE can be handled optimally without operator intervention.

We have successfully demonstrated that a distributed
network of expert systems can. with a small number of rules,
maintain a plant operating within safe boundaries in spue of
multiple malfunctions. This has been done by setting the whole
plant in manual control and acting on valves, control rods, and
pumps as desired (including randomly). Then, the protection
and coordination rules, by taking control away trom the
operator of any subsystem getting close to a protection limit,
avoids actuation of the ptoiection system and does eventually
leave the whole plant in automatic control

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The architecture of the expert systems described in this work
were made functionally independent from one another by
developing OPS5 extensions and converue W using LUCID
LISP's multiprocessing facilities and Flavor." object-oriented
extensions. From a practical point of view, nevertheless, they
constitute a single and large computer process, which is
currently handled by a single CPU requiring a large arnoum of
physical memory (32 Mb). This architecture of the expert
systems has beep, proven flexible and convenient for rapid
prototyping and testing of supervisory control strategies. For
actual implementation in a plant, though, each expert system
should run in us own redundant CPU as a truly independent
computing processes. A multi-CPU distributed configuration
will be a better option as the rule-set size continues to increase
dui* 10 added functionality.

Expert sys'ems are ablr to monitor more information and lo
accomplish more simultaneous tasks than human operators.
They can embed fundamental knowledge of options, constraints,
and dependencies in a suitable computing sysiem, so that goals
can be fulfilled by lmle more than their specification.

New operational goals and strategies are possible in nuclear
plants with expert systems and automated digital control
systems. Intelligent control systems can be implemented lo
eliminate redundant, repetitive, boring, and error-prone tasks.
In addition, rules can be implemented to avoid operation close to
limit boundaries and detect uononnal operating conditions earlier
than conventional systems, providing more time for orderly
maneuvering before the situation becomes extreme.

Expert systems should be used to embed into the control
system database as much of the design intelligence as possible.
Component stress assessment and aging data should be an
integral pan of the control system to assure ihe longevity of the
plants major components':. Then, live data from strain
gauges, temperature, pressure, level, and radiation sensors
could be used 10 perform damage minimization assessment and
to seieci. on-line, ihe most desirable strategy at the time of
traumatic transients such as turbine trips, reactor scrams and
runbacks, and pump trips.

Intelligently integrated expert-system, simulation, object-
oriented, multimedia, and distributed computing technologies
will be significant contributors to the automation of power plant
design and operation13. Advanced expert-system shells should
be developed capable of spawning small, encapsulated inference-
engine objects to travel through object-oriented computing and
knowledge-resource networks to meet data, seek knowledge,
and utilize remote computing resources.

In future nuclear plants, intelligent supervisory control
systems would be responsible for maneuvering the plant in a
fashion to minimize the component stress damage. The control
system should generate strategies based on traditional
operational objectives and on the current plant state and the
stress history of various components and transients.
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APPENDIX A

Name of the Reactor Supervisory Control Rules

L- Start_Reactor_engine
2.- Planner.goai.status .manager
3,- Input.loop
4.- Patiem_maker
5.- Status_finder_first pass
6.- Staiusjmder
7.- Detect.hi.neutron .power
8.- Detect_low_neutron_power
9.- Deiect_hi_core-inleijemperaiure

10.- Detect.hi.core-outlet.temperature
1 L- Detectjow_core-ouilet.temperature
12.- Detect.hi.pnmaryjieai.exeh temperature .gradient
13.- Detect_hi_dnim_waier_level
14.- Detect_low_.drum_water Jevel
15.- Deteci_comrol_rod position ..mismatch
16.- Diagnose .recovery _froin_ low water Jevel
17- Diagnose .ey.temal_scram
18.- Di?.gnose_loSi._of_pnmary_heat_siiik
19.- ruagnose_recovery_ot primary_heat_sink
20.- Enforce_core^power-vs-llow_dynamic Jimits
21.- Reset .enforced..core.power-vs-flow_ijynamte.limits
22.- Enforce_core-power._vs-feed-flow_dynamic_limits
23.- Resei_entorced_core-power_vs_feed-flow dynamic_lunits
24.- Enforce_recirculation_flow_requiremems=>turn_pump_olf
25.- Enforce_recirculation_tlow_requirements=>turn_pump_on
26.- Verify_control_action .progress
27.- Verify_control_acuon_end
28.- Regulate_ended_control_action
29.- Repon_control_rod_position_mismatch
30.- Distribute_staie_incremental_change_aetion
31.- Execute_power_change_request
32.- Donot.execute_power_change_request
33.- Execute_secondai7_tlow_change_requesi
34.- Execute_primary_flow.change_request
35.- Execute_incrememal_chaniie_controi_aciuaior.action
36.- Execute_fast_runback
37.- Execute.control..rods.scram
38.- Exeeute_pnmar>'_pumps_tnp
39.- Execute_secondary_pump_tnp
40.- Detect _supea-eding_ot\.ongoing .control.action

APPENDIX B

Name of the Balance-of-Plant Supervisor Control Rules

1.- Start_BofP_engine
2.- Planner.goal.status.manager
3.- Loop
4.- Pattern.maker
5.- Status_finder_lirst.pass
ti.- Status_finder
7.- Rejected_low_feedwater_header_pressure_diagnosis
8.- Confirmed low_fe"dwater_header_pressure_diamiosis
9.- Diagnose_low_feedwater_header_pressure

10.- Diagnose_feedwater_problem_repaired
1 L- Enforce_feedwater_requirements=>tum_pumpl_on
12.- Enforce_feedwater.requirements=>turn..pumpl off
13.- Detect_ht_steam .pressure
14.- Detectjow. steam .pressure
15.- Detect_pressure.below_setpoint=>dose.bypass valves
16.- Execule_chanue_power_demand



APPENDIX C

Name of ihe PB Supervisory Control Rules

1- Hi.powerJimit .fw .tail
2.- Hi_powerjimu
3 - Respond_to_wake_up_call
4.- Delc!e_earlier_messages_2
5- Clean _up_Reactor_setpomt .changed .messages
6.- Turbine_power_feed_forward .control
7.- Respond_io_runback
8.- Respond_to_scram
9.- Respond.loj'wpumpjlxed

10.- Respond_to_l_fwpumpJ'jilure_evem
11.- Respond_to_l_fwpump_failure.message
12.- Respond_to_redistnbutejeedwater_request
13.- Respond _to_feedwater_recovery.message
14.- Allocate _demand,in .one _reactor
15.- Allocate .demand .Man
16.- Reset ̂ status, end
17.- Reset .status.loop
IS.- Reset.loop .status.end
19.- Reset, loop .status .loop
20.- Planner goal, status.manager 2
21.- Planner_goal..status_ruanager_l

APPENDIX D

IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTIPLE 0PS5 SHELLS

[defun IN1T-MULT1PLE-OPS5 D
[declare [special

[cons *ops_hook Junction*
Iist-of-ops5-global-variables)

))
;set scheduling parameter
(self *schedulini> quantum' 11X10)

;in a loop, create OPS? processes and attach to name
hlotist (NAME *list-ot-supervisory-controller-names* i
[send (symbol value NAME)

:set_ops_process
(>nake_process

name diritui NAME)
.junction #'Ops5-environment.Lo<'
•stack size 15000.
:art>s {list NAME))))

V.end oUkfim 1NIT-MULTIPLE-OPS5

(defun Ops5-environment _Loop (MODULE.NAME)
[let { *ops_hook_funcnon*

Iisi-of-ops5-global-vanables
)

(declare (special
icons "ops Jiook Junction*

list-of-ops.vdobal- variables)
))

I.Vf/f*ops_hook..function*
.define the communication hook, function

<*'( \ambda ()
l/cruOPSJN

(send (symbol \alue MODULE-NAME)
:ops_input stack)))

dWienOPS-IN
(send (symbol vaaie MODULE.NAME)

:set_ops_i.iput slack NIL)
[catch 'QUIT.OPS

j;;j,end ot when, lei, lambda, and se(/ ops hook tune
.If the expert system is to operate in a Read-Eval-Prim-Loop and

its i/o window is held by the atom named "PORT* then
icurdTKlLL

(loop
(case (catch MODUL£_NAME

iRead-Eval-Print-Loop *PORT*))
.Runs the OPS Engine until a Throw

i KILL
(format T "-'v-Tenninated by a KILL throw I
(throw KILLT)^

;Starts a new REPLoop waiting for input.
(RESET

(formal T "-"nReset by a RESET throw"))
;Stans a new REPLoop waitini; for input.
(ABORT
(formal T "-"cAborted ny an ABORT throw"))

Evaluates she stack and stans a new REPLoop
;NOTE: alRuni statement at the end of the :input_stack
; will start the inference engine's Conflict-Res/ACT step.
(Attend New.Data

(eval (send (symbol value MODULE.NAME)
ops_input.stackii)

)))\end oj case. loop, and catch
(kill_process "current .process*)

D.end of let and defun Ops5-environment_Loop
.If the expen system is to operate in an interrupt driven mode,
: then
i/eHOPS IN^
(carc/i MODULE_NAME

(loop
(process wait

"Waiting for OPSJnput"
#'When_data_available_in_OPS slot
MODULE_NAME)

{setf OPSJN
(send (symbol value MODULE_name)

:opsjnpm_siack))
(send(symbol value MODULE.name)

:set_ops_input_slack NIL)
(catch QUIT_OPS~

ieva/OPS_lN))
));end of loop and catch

(kill_process •current_process*)
);end of let
I) .end of let and defun OpsS-environment.Loop

(defun When_data_available_in_OPS_slot (MODULE_NAME)
(send (symbol value MODULE_NAME|

:ops_input_stack))

APPENDIX E

MODIFICATIONS TO OPS5'S ACT STEP

The following statement was added to the function MAIN:
(w.'ien (and (boundp *ops^hook_t'unction')

(functionp *ops_hook_function' I)
(funcall *ops_hook_function"))

at the end of the Act step. In addition, to maintain compatibility
with old code, the following default function v.as added at lisp
loplevel:
(eval_when (compile eval load)

(serf *ops_hook_function* W(lambda 0 NIL))


